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Impact
Hotels were some of the most restricted and impacted businesses throughout the
pandemic with meeting and events almost completely forbidden until late 2021. This is
a major source of business and one of the largest impacts on the surrounding
communities
• Restrictions on meetings and events significantly limited hotels’ ability to re-hire
critical team members
• Restrictions were inconsistent even within the same buildings with respect to
meetings\events vs. restaurants
• Inventory, hours of operation and outlet availability continue to be restricted
due to a lack of personnel
• Cost increases for team members and lack of front-line personnel limit service
offerings, amenities and the ability to re-open outlets
• Many properties are forecasting to end 2022 between 70-90% of 2019 “Top Line”
performance but well behind in profitability. This is still far from certain…

State Economic Impact
• Through March 2022, travel spending in MD is down 16% from prepandemic levels
• Total travel spending since January 2020 is down $12.9B resulting in
• $1.2B in Federal tax revenue decline
• $447M in State tax revenue decline
• $288M in Local tax revenue decline

• Hotel properties with tenant spaces – restaurants, gift shops, office
tenant spaces, etc. had to provide rent deferments, abatements,
absorb CAM costs, etc. in addition to traditional hotel revenue losses
• $60M in allocated assistance represents 0.4% of revenue loss for this
time period
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Other Impacts
• Hotels were deemed “essential” however travel was restricted so severely for the
majority of 2020 that this largely resulted in significantly higher costs for many
properties vs. closing
• Delays in correcting PPP and other sources of payroll aid, largely based on hotel
payroll structures, caused significant financial harm
• Ownership groups were forced to make substantial cash calls to fund
operations on top of significant financing and tax obligations
• Movement of displaced workers out of the industry, many with State assistance,
have decimated the available workforce despite 10-20% increases in
compensation vs. 2019. Hotels have all tried to re-hire previous staff throughout
the pandemic and recovery period and continue to struggle.
• Hotels bore significant costs in upgrading HVAC and other systems based on CDC
and other recommendations – filters, equipment, etc. cost thousands to each
property with these costs continuing

MD Programmatic Assistance
Per this workgroup’s release, $62B has been spent by Maryland on
overall pandemic relief with 0.09% designated for hotels
December 2020 - $50M for Hotel and Hospitality Businesses
Relief Act of 2021 - $10M to hotel with local ownership (SB 496)
To date, no reports are available on how much of allocations have been
awarded, if there are monies left or any other assistance available
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Access to Assistance
• Aid was distributed to counties and municipalities with limited direction,
and many don’t have the resources to determine how to allocate
• With access varied by municipality the process in identifying available
assistance was\remains extremely time consuming and difficult
• Lack of updates from the State and others on actual allocations add to the
confusion of where hotels should focus their limited resources on
researching
• With different qualifications by municipality, back-up for submissions
needed to be constantly customized for each application which was\is
extremely time consuming and difficult
• There remains no single source of information for aid available to hotels

What Else Can Be Done?
There are things that the State can and should do to further aid hotels and
hospitality in general. Maryland is home to some of the largest hospitality
companies in the world, LEAD by making it easier to do business, travel to and host
business in the State.
Incentivize meetings and events along with business travel to make Maryland the
most business travel friendly state in the US
Earmark funds from hotel taxes for properties to access for property-specific
marketing campaigns
Support citywide programs in Baltimore City by providing complimentary rental
(State supported) for the Convention Center for programs generating in excess of
5,000 room nights or shows with 10,000 plus visitors
Provide additional grant dollars to hotels to help offset the cost of temporary labor
services which are typically 15-20% more than standard labor
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